WHEREAS, the University of Illinois Springfield (UIS) Student Government Association (SGA) is vested with the authority to be the voice for the student body; and,

WHEREAS, the communication between the UIS SGA and its constituents is currently acceptable and has been in years past; and,

WHEREAS, better communication is one of the most common complaints from stakeholders in many organizations; and,

WHEREAS, it is in the best interest of the UIS SGA to maintain its strong connection, communication, and transparency with its constituents; and,

WHEREAS, the easiest way to maintain this strong relationship with constituents is to be proactive and establish a stronger communication method in which it is easier for constituents to understand their representatives’ goals, committee commitments, and current concerns each senator is committed to remedying; and,

WHEREAS, in many instances multiple senators are focused on resolving similar concerns.

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, the current UIS SGA senators shall establish a template to provide their current commitments (goals, committees, etc.) within a central location in order to collaborate with each other in an effort to resolve concerns quicker and with more beneficial solutions to each constituency in which each concern affects.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that future UIS SGA senators shall commit to maintaining a location within the UIS network in which senators can consolidate their commitments.
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